


Welcome
Tonight’s Hosts:

Terry Mumford, Jenny Okamoto, and Caz Margenau
Leadership Development, Building Bridges for 

America



Friendly Norms
● Please keep yourself muted unless you are speaking
● Please introduce yourself in the chat, where are you from, and 

campaigns and organizations you are working with
● Enter questions and follow-up requests on the chat
● Q & A at the end
● Meeting will be 1-hour
● Thank you for joining us!
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Raising Hand on a Computer/Tablet



Raising Hand on Phone



www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com





Building Bridges for 
America

Empower yourself & your 
volunteers

Know the system 
to fix the system

Build and train 
your team
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Terry Mumford

Partner, Law Firm - Lobbyist and Governmental 
Benefits

Associate University Counsel
Dep. Director, Legislative Services Agency

Legislative Director, Governor’s Office
Chief Legal Counsel, House of Representatives



“Pick Your Battles”
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“The most common way people give up their 
power is by thinking they don’t have any.”

- Alice Walker, First African-American Woman to win 
the Pulitzer Prize for Literature
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What’s the Work Tonight?
Understand the Basics
To get everyone on the same page, we will start with a brief review of the 
structure of government and who are the policy makers.  The primary 
resource is "A Governmental Cheat Sheet".  We want to understand 
who’s at the top and who’s “down the ballot”.

Identify Specific Issues
We will talk about narrowing your focus.  The workbook helps you  
identify 1-2-3 issues, campaigns, and causes, that motivate action.

Communicate to Effect Change 
Then let’s  address specific issues and how to communicate effectively.

Check out “Civics for Change” workbook, download at www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com.  This 
presentation refers to the workbook.

http://www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com
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12 Days before the Election - Why this topic? 

➔ You are a more experienced organizer or advocate 
- a “super-volunteer” -- you want to make sure 
you are focused on the right races and you are 
providing valuable support for the campaign

➔ You are a volunteer - you want to be confident in 
your role

➔ You are a “trusted voice” --you want to give good 
advice to your network on the election

➔ You want to maintain good communication with 
policy makers and candidates
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Voters want to elect  policy makers 
who will solve their problems -- 
BUT 
➔ They are unsure about the source of the problem 
➔ They don’t know who could fix the problem
➔ They don’t know whether the person 

responsible is on the ballot
➔ They don’t know how to cast their ballot
➔ They think it doesn’t matter if they vote



What’s Your Role?
Super Volunteer - Some of Us- A campaign resource, a leader 
of other volunteers, an advisor

“Just” A Volunteer - Most of Us - Phone banking, 
canvassing, postcard writing, yard sign distributing, “lit” 
dropping 

Trusted Voice - All of Us - Friends, family, colleagues trust 
you to give them good advice because we understand civics

Concerned Citizen - All of Us - A communicator with policy 
makers
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What’s the Work Tonight?
Ignore the polls - all of them  - Advice from Dan Pfeiffer - 

● “Ask yourself this question — how will the latest poll 
affect what you are going to do over the next 13 days? 
Will you volunteer fewer hours, donate less, or 
encourage fewer friends to vote?”

● “We are in the final stretch. There is nothing left to 
do but persuade and mobilize”

Plus - Get the knowledge you need about your elections! - 
Advice from BB4A
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To  understand the basics of our Constitution, 
federal and state legislation, consult our 
materials on “Civics for Everyone”  
https://www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com/
courses/civics-for-everyone
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Getting Started - Cheat Sheets
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction refers to a geographical area or a subject matter where 
government exercises authority.  Legislative, executive, and judicial 
actions are effective within specific jurisdiction.  

Legal Responsibility
Identify the person, elected or appointed body, or agency who is 
responsible for the law affecting your area .

Note:  Administration
After a law is passed, focus on executive and administration agencies 
that administer the law(s).
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Governmental Cheat Sheet - Step 1
Whether you are a super volunteer, a volunteer, 
a trusted voice, or an advocate, you can use the 
Workbook to give you structure. First, where is 

“the battle”? What is the jurisdiction? Use this 
cheat sheet to get you started, please add the 

Congressional District.

Jurisdiction = the official power to make legal decisions and judgments - 
Two parts - responsibility + geography.
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Governmental Cheat Sheet - Step 2

In your Workbook, identify the policy 
makers for your jurisdiction- if they are 

on the ballot, make a note of that as well!
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More “Jurisdictions” and “Policy Makers” to 
Identify for 2022

At the State Level:
➔ Secretary of State
➔ Treasurer
➔ Attorney General
➔ CFO
At the Local Level:
➔ County Council
➔ City Council
➔ Town Council
➔ Township Trustee, Advisory Board



More “Jurisdictions” and “Policy Makers” to 
Identify for 2022

School Board (non-partisan)

Judges 

Public Questions



More “Jurisdictions” and “Policy Makers” to 
Identify for 2022 - Resources

League of Women Voters -https://www.vote411.org/ballot 
 
Ballotpedia - Sample Ballot Tool - 
https://ballotpedia.org/Sample_Ballot_Lookup 

Your State’s Chief Election Official - Secretary of State - For 
example - 
https://indianavoters.in.gov/MVPHome/PrintDocuments

Your Local Election Official - County Clerk - For Example - 
https://vote.indy.gov/ 

https://www.vote411.org/ballot
https://ballotpedia.org/Sample_Ballot_Lookup
https://indianavoters.in.gov/MVPHome/PrintDocuments
https://vote.indy.gov/
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Take
Note Be Knowledgeable -- Give yourself confidence - Make sure 

you have the correct information.

➔ Take the time to understand what offices and what candidates are 
on your ballot.  Go from the “top” to the “bottom”
◆ Responsibilities
◆ Geography

➔ How can others figure out who and what is on their ballot?

Focus Your Efforts - Before you support a candidate 

➔ Jurisdiction - Responsibilities and geography of their office
➔ How will they directly affect me? My family? Friends? Others?
➔ Where can I have an impact now?
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Issue Identification Worksheet 
Step 3

In Your Workbook, Define Your Key Issues
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Identify your issue(s) 
Identify
Get specific and  identify the issues or campaigns 
that are motivating you to take action.  

If you are supporting a candidate, what are the top 
issues in their campaign? How do those impact you?

State your issue in positive terms.  Avoid 
repeating the “opposition’s” wording.
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Let’s Tie It All Together- Step 4

What is Your Plan?
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How can you have an impact?
● How will this candidate help us?  Why will 

voting make a difference?
● What is the best way to explain the issue?
● How to make your views known to voters?

The Process
If you are leading a group or talking to friends, 
walking through this step-by-step approach 
will help you and others confidently reach out 
about a candidate and/or issue
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Who is in charge? What candidate 
makes a difference?

● For your important issue identify the policy maker 

(candidate) who has jurisdiction.  Refer to your 

Governmental Cheat Sheet.  Don’t forget the “down 

ballot” candidates.  GOTV is really important for them.

● If you are leading a group or reaching out to your 

network, make sure they know who is on the ballot and 

how that affects them
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Identify, Frame and Formulate
At the Organizational Level -- If you are a Super Volunteer - 

Understand your organization’s summary of the issues and/or 
candidate’s positions on the issue.  What is your purpose?  What are 
your goals? How will you achieve those goals?  

You can compile information--facts, figures, status of legislation. 
You may work with other organizations to share resources.  

Note:  In a smaller campaign, the Super Volunteer may be taking the 
lead in a variety of areas.

“Real Talk:  Unlock Your Political Power”  and “Real Talk:  Say This, Not That”  will provide great insights on how to 
identify, frame, and formulate your message
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Identify, Frame and Formulate
As a Volunteer, Trusted Voice, Concerned Citizen  -- 

Develop uniform and consistent explanations for your issues and why 
you support a candidate.  Develop frames for the issue, encourage 
personal stories. Communicate positively!  “Train” others to be 
trusted voices

● Explain why you are concerned
● Identify the issue - “Good roads” “Fair Healthcare” “Better 

Schools” “Women’s Rights”
● Frame the issue around your values - “Hard worker” “Family” 

“Democracy” “Freedom” “Fairness”
● State how you are affected personally
● Ask for a specific action 
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Communicating with Policy Makers
Be Present!  Be Positive! Be Repetitive!
● In our representative democracy, policy makers must hear from 

their constituents to affect their decisions - this is true even during 
campaign season
○ Don’t allow policy makers to only hear one POV

● The facts DON’T speak for themselves! 
○ Explain YOUR “why”
○ Do not demonize your opponents -- understand their need for 

the “sense of being known and being seen and feeling felt”
● Beyond your testimony, how can you influence policy makers?

○ Reach out to reporters
○ Write op-eds for local papers
○ Organize your Facebook group

● Provide a sustained flow of information/contacts -- once is never 
enough
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Whatever Role You Are In - 

➔ “When you are arguing against the other side, do 
not use their language.  Their language picks out a 
frame, and it won’t be the frame you want.” - 
George Lakoff

➔ Don’t start with a slogan. “Let’s start with what is 
true.” - Barack Obama

➔ “Practice makes perfect” - practice builds 
confidence



Where’s Your Focus?
➔ Federal and/or State

◆ Abortion rights legislation 
◆ Gun safety legislation
◆ Gas tax suspension 

➔ State only
◆  Election access legislation
◆ Wetlands protection

➔ State and/or local
◆ Police reform
◆ Education policy
◆ Local welfare
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Let’s Create a Strategy - Is 
Reproductive Rights Your #1 Issue?
➔ Where is Your Focus? - 

◆ For federal legislation
● Your US Senators (and/or candidates)
● Your US Representative (and/or candidates)

◆ For state legislation 
● Your state representative (and/or candidate)
● Your senator (and/or candidate)
● Your governor

➔ Refer to your cheat sheet!
◆ Reinforce with others to get this right
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What are My 3 key points?

➔ Point #1 -- Rights are being taken away
◆ For nearly 50 years, abortion rights have been protected by the 

US Constitution.  Women and their doctors have known what 
the rules are.  

◆ The Dobbs decision takes away that right right and takes away 
the freedom for doctors and people who can get pregnant to 
make personal, medical decisions.
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3 Key Points, cont.

➔ Point #2 - Women’s health and reproductive rights are 
complicated issues.  
◆ The most important thing to me is to preserve the protections  

for the mother before viability and the fetus after viability
◆ In addition I am very worried about protections for 

● women who use IVF to conceive a child
● women with ectopic pregnancies and other pregnancies 

where the fetus is a danger to the woman’s health.
● women who are the victims of rape and incest. 

◆ I want women to continue to have access to the so-called 
“morning after pill”, which some confuse with abortion.
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3 Key Points, cont.

➔ Point #3 - Civil rights must be protected 
◆ We need to The Dobbs decision calls into question other 

important civil rights - contraception, marriage equality, 
educational equality.
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Action - Example Tom McDermott 
vs. Todd Young - IN Senate
➔ Super Volunteer - Phone Bank, Canvass

◆ Be prepared to explain Tom’s position in contrast to Sen. 
Young

➔ Trusted Voice - One-on-one with friends, on social media 
◆ Use positive message and your personal story

➔ Communicating with Policy Maker 
◆ If you haven’t done so already, make sure you let the 

candidates know your views
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Just a reminder - You pick the battle! 
➔ Super Volunteer - Take the lead in organizing volunteers

➔ Volunteer - Phone Bank, Canvass, Postcards for your school board 
candidate (for example)

➔ Trusted Voice - You have your own “focus group” - what do they 
want to know?  Help them understand the candidates that are 
important for their concerns. Amplify their Q&A on social media. 
◆ Exercise group, family, friends 
◆ Use positive message and your personal story

➔ Concerned Citizen - Write your policy maker or candidate!
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Basics - Writing an Op-Ed or 
LTE
Purpose of an Op-Ed or LTE  - use the local media to get your message 
out.    You can also use this format for a Social Media Post

➔ Pick your “paper”  Q:  Does your local radio station accept personal 
statements?
◆ What is your paper’s policy on op-ed or LTE?
◆ How do you submit?
◆ Length limit? - no more than 300 words

➔ Describe your issue and your views (Say 3 things 3 times)
◆ Who are you?  What is your personal story?
◆ Why is this important to you? 
◆ Why is it important to the community?
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Basics - Writing an Op-Ed or 
LTE, cont
➔ Request Action - What do you want to happen? Who do you want to 

take action?
◆ Do you want readers to vote?  For a particular candidate?
◆ Do you want invite others to join your organization?

● Invite to an upcoming event

➔ Amplify - If your LTE is published, amplify your message by 
posting in social media.



Be a Voting Resource
As a Super Volunteer, Volunteer, or Trusted Voice
➔ What are the important voting dates?

◆ Registration
◆ Early In-Person Voting
◆ Vote by Mail

➔ Where can voters vote?
➔ Where can voters get a sample ballot?
➔ What does a voter need to take to the polls?



Be a Voting Resource, cont.
What do you need to know?  If info helps you, it will help others

➔ What you can do in your state - https://votesaveamerica.com/
➔ Resources on voting rights - 

https://www.aclu.org/know-your-rights/voting-rights
➔ Resource on federal, state and local elections - US Government 

publication https://www.usa.gov/voting
➔ Resource for voting in special circumstances\

◆ https://www.bestcolleges.com/resources/voting-in-college/
◆ https://www.aclu-in.org/en/campaigns/yes-you-can-vote

https://www.usa.gov/voting
https://www.bestcolleges.com/resources/voting-in-college/


Let’s Close with Where We Started -
“Pick Your Battles”

➔ Pick the issue/candidate that is important for 
what you care about

➔ Why is that issue/candidate important?
➔ Use the resources to identify where/when/how 

to vote

“We are in the final stretch. There is nothing left to do but 
persuade and mobilize” 





Discussion Time
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www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com



We provide customized training for your 
community, organization or cause?



Meet & support local candidates

www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com

Write letters Meet authors and leaders



www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com



Give us a follow on social media, 
@buildbridges4america!


